Cisco 1000 Series Integrated Services Routers

Digital ready, branch routers with advanced capabilities

The Cisco 1000 Series ISR small form factor platform is best suited for small and midsize businesses, enterprise branches, and as customer premises equipment in managed services environments. The routers come with 8 or 4 LAN ports in various model options. Gigabit Ethernet packet forwarding capabilities provide high performance and the multicore architecture has separate cores for data plane and control plane. The 1000 Series ISRs support Power over Ethernet (PoE) and PoE+ to power branch devices such as IP phones and cameras. They are easy to deploy with zero-touch provisioning using Plug-and-Play capability. There are multiple combinations to choose from, including LAN, WLAN, WAN, DSL, LTE, and pluggable technology, depending on your branch needs. The 1000 Series can be used in ATMs, retail stores, and kiosks, as well as for various other purposes.

Benefits

- **Increase manageability** with the first fanless, small form-factor router to include Cisco IOS® XE, and use one operating system across all routing platforms
- **Deliver high performance** with multiple services using multicore architecture
- **Save on operational costs** with Cisco SD-WAN and pay-as-you-grow licensing
- **Deliver the latest wireless technologies** such as LTE Advanced for wireless WAN connectivity and 802.11ac Wave 2 for wireless LAN with full Mobility Express functionality
- **Increase security** with Trustworthy Systems, secure boot, hardware anchoring, Secure Unique Device Identifier (SUDI), run-time defenses, integrity verification and Encrypted Traffic Analytics
- **Block malicious phishing and malware attacks** at the branch with Cisco Umbrella™ security
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Offer advanced connectivity
The 1000 Series ISRs address the demands of increased mobility with LTE Advanced and 802.11ac (Wave 2) Wi-Fi. It has a comprehensive set of WAN connectivity options such as Ethernet, Fiber, LTE, and the latest DSL technologies, like G.fast and G.SHDSL.

Reduce total cost of ownership
The routers provide a great ROI, allowing you to save on operating expenses by reducing WAN link costs with Software-Defined WAN capability and transport independence using Cisco SD-WAN. You can also reduce capital expenses using pay-as-you-grow licensing for IPsec performance.

Secure the branch
The 1000 Series ISRs answer the latest security threats to networking devices with advanced features such as application aware enterprise firewall, intrusion prevention, DNS layer enforcement (with Cisco Umbrella) and URL Filtering are integrated into Cisco SD-WAN and reduce complexity by having a single management interface (vManage) for both the network and security.

Cisco Services
Accelerate your intent-based networking journey with Cisco Services.
With proven experience, best practices, and innovative tools, we help you confidently migrate, adopt, deploy and manage your new solutions. Learn more about our services for routers: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/routers/service-listing.html
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